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Abstract
The Local Language Speech Technology Initiative (LLSTI) is an opensource project with the overall aim of enabling people in the developing
world who cannot access computers and the Internet to instead use
telephones to acquire information through voice technology. The LLSTI
project initially focused on development of Text-to-Speech (TTS) in local
languages such as Hindi, isiZulu and Kiswahili. The next phase of the
project in Kenya was to produce a voice information service that could
benefit some of the 30 million Kiswahili speakers in East Africa.
Farming was identified as the sector where it would be easiest to make
a direct impact on Kenyan society since it provides the livelihood to 75%
of the population. A partnership was formed with the National
Agriculture and Livestock Extension Programme (NALEP), who
currently provide extension services to about 10% of Kenya’s farmers,
and would like to extend their reach further. Using English and Kiswahili
TTS and the open source telephony server GNU Bayonne, a Banana
Information Service was produced which covers all aspects of banana
growing.
A limited user evaluation of the system was carried out amongst
farmers in the Kirinyaga district and the system was shown to NALEP
administration and extension officers as well as to the Kenya Society for
the Blind. They all confirmed the need for such voice-based services as a
reference system for farmers, especially the visually impaired or illiterate.
There are many possibilities for future development of the system.
The content could be extended to include other crops and livestock, and
the provided information could be made local, up-to-date and personal.
The functionality could be improved to enable easy input and updates,
SMS and e-mail integration, as well as community involvement and
feedback. The TTS voices need some improvements and the grammar
used in the Kiswahili service needs to be simplified. A future system
should use a new Kenyan English TTS that is currently under
development since it was perceived as much clearer than the British TTS
used in the current system. Several suggestions on how to cut the costs of
using the service are presented, since any ICT project that aims to have a
positive impact on poverty needs to be affordable, scalable, selfsustaining and sensible. We believe that a project with a system similar to
the Banana Information Service could meet those criteria.
Keywords: ICT for Development (ICT4D), Kenya, Swahili language,
agricultural extension, poverty, information services,
telecommunications, Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis
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1 Introduction
The Local Language Speech Technology Initiative (LLSTI1) is an open
source project with the overall aim of enabling people throughout the
developing world who cannot access computers and the Internet, to be
able to access information through voice technology [Tucker &
Shalonova, 2004]. In a country like Kenya where very few have computer
and Internet access, most do have access to a phone even if they do not
own one. Most importantly, many people are not sufficiently able to read,
but would be comfortable with voice.
The LLSTI project has so far focused on the technological
development of text-to-speech (TTS) in three regional languages – Hindi,
isiZulu and Kiswahili, as well as some specific local languages in Nigeria
and South Africa [Tucker & Shalonova, 2005]. Demos of the TTS
systems can be found at http://www.llsti.org/demos.htm.
The next phase of the project was to pilot some real voice services
using this technology, using the Kiswahili system developed for East
Africa. This system is in the standard dialect Kiunguja and is suitable for
Kenya and Tanzania, as well as other East African countries where
Kiswahili is spoken. Kiswahili is the first language of almost 800,000
people and 30 million rural people are second-language users [Gordon,
2005].

1.1 ICT for Development
Information and Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D)
is an area that has grown very important in development cooperation over
the last decade. It is sometimes also referred to as ICTs for Poverty
Alleviation or Reduction and as these names reveal, ICT4D deals with
how ICTs can be used as a tool and as an enabling sector in development.
There is growing evidence that poverty can clearly be alleviated through
the affordable and sustainable use of ICTs [Greenberg, 2005].
1.1.1

World Summit on the Information Society

In December 2003, ICT4D was put into the spotlight during the first
phase of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS)2, which
was held in Geneva, Switzerland. The second phase was held in Tunis,
Tunisia, in November 2005. The main question during these United
Nations-sponsored conferences was how to deal with the increasing socalled digital divide. This is a term that is used to describe the big
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differences between those who do and do not have good access to ICT.
There is both a global divide between the developed countries and the
developing countries, and a social divide between different social classes.
It is worth noting that the digital divide should not be treated as a
problem of its own, but as a consequence of the large gaps between the
rich and the poor,and a phenomenon that increases these gaps
[Greeenberg, 2005].
During WSIS, world leaders recognised that there is also a linguistic
digital divide and they committed to working towards multilingualisation
of the Internet and to support development of software in local languages.
They also want to nurture creation of content that is relevant to different
segments of the population, including the non-literate, persons with
disabilities and other disadvantaged and vulnerable groups. They say that
through public/private partnerships, governments should promote
technologies and R&D programmes in voice-assisted services as a way of
ensuring linguistic diversity.
WSIS also recognised that education, knowledge, information and
communication are at the core of human progress, endeavours and wellbeing. They affirmed their “commitment to providing equitable access to
information and knowledge for all, recognising the role of ICTs for
economic growth and development” [International Telecommunication
Union, 2005].
1.1.2

Technologies

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) can be categorised
into three main categories – radio, telephone and Internet-based
communications. An important factor in the choice of technology for an
ICT4D project is that radio and telephone have the strong benefit of being
language and literacy independent, given that the literacy rate of many
developing countries is in the order of 50% [Greenberg, 2005].
Telephone penetration in rural and remote areas has been quite low
until recently, but nowadays mobile phone communications can be
accessed at modest costs in large parts of the developing world. From
2001 to late 2004, the percentage of households in Africa that make
regular phone calls has increased from 3 to 80% [Greenberg, 2005]. Since
people are accustomed to using telephones, they do not require as much
learning as, for example, using a computer. Phones are also easy to
maintain, have a low investment cost and do not require a constant power
supply, Internet-connectivity or literacy.
Technology is much more likely to be used and usable if people can
interact with it in their local languages [Greenberg, 2005]. Compared to
radio, television and newspapers, telephone services can provide
information on demand and have more interactivity. Increasing evidence
suggests that mobile phones are the most wide-reaching ICT solution to
narrow the digital divide, and the mobile services that are most feasible to
use are SMS and voice services [Ericsson AB, 2005].
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1.1.3

Open Source

A very positive trend within the area of ICT is the strong development of
the open source movement. Open source software is software where the
source code is made freely available to download, edit and use. Usually
people collaborate to develop the software for everyone’s mutual benefit.
From an economic perspective, this trend is especially positive for
developing countries. In an extensive report from the Swedish
international development cooperation agency Sida regarding this issue,
the conclusion is that with careful exploitation of open source software, it
is possible for a developing country to establish a global position in the
IT-driven knowledge economies of the future [Weerawarana &
Weeratunga, 2004].

1.2 Kenya and ICT usage
In Kenya, about 56% of the people live below the poverty line and 80%
of these live in rural areas [Ministry of Information and Communications,
2006]. Corruption is widespread and there are significant inequalities,
with the top 10% earning 70% of the national income and the lowest 40%
earning 2% [Sida, 2004]. It is a country with huge potential though, with
an impressive 5.8% growth in the economy in 2005. Growth during the
last five years has been driven by the agricultural sector, particularly
horticulture, tea and coffee, and by the service sector, specifically
telecommunications and tourism [Worldbank, 2006].
The key potential for Kenya’s development is in its people. The
population is young and open to change, and it adopts new things
quickly, ICT being one good example. The communication sector had a
record growth of 8.3% in 2005. Land line connections increased from
280,000 to 287,000 and the subscriber base of mobile phone connections
increased from 4.3 million to 5.6 million. A total of 244 FM and 89 TV
frequencies had been assigned by 2005 and sales of English newspaper
increased by 3.4% while Kiswahili declined by 11.6% [Office of Public
Communications, 2006].
The Kenyan government recognises in its ICT Strategy Paper that
ICTs can serve as catalysts for economic and social development by
improving access to information, increasing trade in commodities,
reducing costs and achieving efficiency gains [Ministry of Information
and Communications, 2006].

1.3 Kenyan agriculture and poverty
reduction
The agricultural sector in Kenya has seen significant growth and
improvement in the past few years and it is the mainstay of the Kenyan
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economy with 24% of GDP, providing a livelihood to approximately 75%
of the population [Ministry of Information and Communications, 2006].
Production can still be boosted, for example, with the help of irrigation,
value addition of agricultural materials and better inputs and
technologies. The Kenyan government recognises that the poor in its
country lack access to information about income-earning opportunities
and market prices for the goods they produce, as well as to knowledge,
education and skills which could improve their livelihoods. ICT could
enhance their access to such vital information [Ministry of Information
and Communications, 2006].
The government strategy in Kenya has been to improve farming and
its product process as this would reach the largest number of people in the
rural areas. A key to economic recovery is to put agriculture on a path of
growth [Sida, 2004].
WSIS recognises that one of the areas in ICT4D financing that is in
need of greater financial resources is ICT applications and content aimed
at the implementation of poverty reduction strategies and in sector
programs. One of the sectors mentioned is agriculture, and the
governments who took part in WSIS say they are committed to using
ICTs to improve access to agricultural knowledge, to combat poverty,
and to support production of and access to locally-relevant agriculturerelated content. They refer to this as e-agriculture and say that they want
to ensure ready access to comprehensive, up-to-date and detailed
information though the usage of ICTs [International Telecommunication
Union, 2005].

1.4 LLSTI and Speech Technology
The Local Language Speech Technology Initiative (LLSTI)3 is an
international open-source project that wants to bring together motivated
groups in developing countries and provide them with tools, expertise,
support and training to enable them to develop speech technology
applications in their own languages. For people who do not have access
to computers and the Internet, telephone-based services in their local
language could help them acquire information about health, farming,
market prices and weather, for example. This would be especially
beneficial for people who are illiterate or visually impaired, and have
difficulty accessing these types of information through other means
[Tucker & Shalonova, 2004].
There are two types of speech technology required for the
development of voice-based services – text-to-speech (TTS) for delivery
of spoken information and automatic speech recognition (ASR) for access
and control of the service. Both require linguistic and technical expertise
to develop and therefore, major speech technology companies have so far
3

See http://www.llsti.org.
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been reluctant to take the risk of developing these systems for unproven,
economically poor markets. LLSTI have proven now though, that it is
possible with no prior experience of speech technology for a linguist
together with an engineer to produce, within 6-8 months, a good quality
TTS system for a linguistically simple language like Kiswahili [Tucker &
Shalonova, 2005]. To also make the results freely available by using an
open-source approach means that a community of interest can be formed
and people can cooperate by working on different languages and different
parts of the system [Shalonova & Tucker, 2004].
1.4.1

Text-to-Speech

Text-to-speech (TTS) is the process of generating human-like speech
from any text input [Huang et al, 2001]. TTS is sometimes also referred
to as speech synthesis, but the systems of today do not sound like the
synthetic robotic voices people usually associate with computers. Most
TTS systems today use waveform concatenation, which means that
recorded speech from a single speaker is segmented into short units that
later can be put together again into new sequences of speech. This
process is non-trivial since it requires linguistic knowledge of the spoken
language, technical knowledge of algorithms for choosing the best units,
as well as signal processing for joining the waveforms together [Jurafsky
& Martin, 2000].
The benefit of using TTS instead of recorded messages is that it is
dynamic. You can produce speech from any text input without needing to
record a new message every time.
The work of LLSTI has so far focused on the technological
development of concatenative TTS in Kiswahili, isiZulu and Hindi as
well as for some specific local languages in Nigeria and South Africa.
LLSTI has provided training programs and on-going support for linguists
and software engineers willing to develop their own TTS, as well as a
toolset for this development based on the open-source Festival/Festvox
unit selection speech synthesis [Tucker & Shalonova, 2005].
1.4.2

Interactive Voice Response

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems, sometimes referred to as
voice portals, are systems that telephone callers are able to interact with
by selecting options from a voice menu. The menus and messages can be
pre-recorded or synthesised using TTS. The user interacts with the system
either by pressing numbers on the telephone keypad or by speaking the
answers to the systems, if the IVR supports automatic speech recognition
(ASR). Today, IVR call flows can be created using open standards such
as VoiceXML. These new open standards are structured in a similar way
to web pages and are therefore relatively easy for anyone to develop
[Wikipedia, 2007].
The next phase of the LLSTI project was to develop an IVR system in
order to provide the voice-based services previously mentioned for
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people in developing countries. Since ASR is very complex to develop
and requires much data gathering, including the recording of speakers
with different dialects, genders and ages, it is only just now being
developed within the framework of LLSTI. Therefore, our IVR system
will use the telephone keypad for navigation within the system.

1.5 Problem description
As described in this introduction, it is clear that ICTs can help in reducing
poverty by providing information, but information is typically delivered
in writing, which excludes illiterate and visually impaired people. Also,
information provided through ICTs is typically not in local languages,
which excludes many poor people in rural areas. As mobile penetration in
rural areas has increased, the possibility of using a mobile phone as an
information access method has arisen. The development of a Kiswahili
TTS system has also opened up the possibility of delivering information
though an automatic voice service.
The two primary objectives of this Master’s thesis project are:
a) to investigate how accessing information over the phone using
voice could benefit phone users from the poorer segments of
Kenyan society, and
b) to build a pilot voice information service in Kiswahili and
English.
The intent is that some of the results of this investigation could be fed
into the design of pilot service. The results could also be taken into
account for the proposal and design of future voice services.

1.6 Aims
The first aim of the project was to understand people’s need for
information, and how providing it in an easily-accessible way could have
a direct impact on their lives (examples would be market prices, specific
weather prediction, job search information, health and lifestyle or
spiritual issues). That knowledge would lead to a proposal for specific
voice services which would meet those needs.
The second aim was to demonstrate the possibilities for voice-based
services in a local language by building a pilot Kiswahili system in
Kenya.
The plan was to work with a partner who already had some
information or an existing service that we could combine with one or
more voice services. The exact form of these services, the content, and
the way they would be implemented would be within the scope of the
project to decide.
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The intended target group is rural Kenyans who are illiterate or have
little or no education and/or knowledge of English. We also assumed that
the people in the areas we were targeting had access to a fixed or a
mobile phone, either by owning one, or being able to use a community
phone or the phone of a friend or family member.

1.7 Limitations
This report does not treat the usage of IVR systems in developed
countries since they are usually developed for commercial purposes and
therefore have other economic prerequisites. To keep the cost down in
this project, only open source software has been used, even though there
may have been better commercial tools available. The only costs for
running the service will be the hardware cost for a telephony card, the
line and a premium rate service license, as well as development and
maintenance costs.
The lack of mobile phone units and mobile coverage is not treated
since the accessibility is assumed to be improved considerably within the
very near future. Very cheap handsets are now being sold and mobile
operators are extending their networks continuously.
Additionally, this report will not give a full description of all the
measures needed for this service to be fully launched, for example
regarding marketing, maintenance and educating users.

1.8 Disposition
The introduction in Chapter 1 is followed in Chapter 2 by a description of
the method used during this project. Chapter 3 presents some literature
findings and how the pilot service was formulated together with the
chosen partner NALEP. Chapter 4 explains how the system was
implemented and Chapter 5 how it was tested. The results of the usability
tests, reactions from our partners and a gender analysis are presented in
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 deals with improvements and possibilities for future
systems. The report ends with conclusions for the work in Chapter 8,
followed by acknowledgements, references and a glossary of terms and
abbreviations used in the report.
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2 Method
The first part of the project took place in Sweden, researching articles
related to the subject. After that, Pernilla Näsfors and Dr. Roger Tucker
went to Kenya for 2 weeks to meet up with Dr. Mucemi Gakuru to have a
number of meetings with non- governmental organisations (NGOs),
government authorities, universities and companies. After finding a
partner for the project, we were also able to make a first plan for the pilot
service in functional terms. The following 3 weeks, Pernilla Näsfors and
Dr. Roger Tucker worked though implementation details in Bristol,
England, together with Ksenia Shalonova from LLSTI. Finally, Pernilla
Näsfors went to Kenya for 13 weeks to work on content development,
implementation and usability testing.

2.1 Literature survey
A literature survey was conducted in order to give a good background in
the area of ICT4D and to find similar projects. Research findings useful
for the project were found in books, articles and on Internet web sites
related to the subject of the project.

2.2 Meetings and observations
A number of meetings took place during the project with representatives
from NGOs, government authorities, universities and companies.
Meetings whose outcomes had no direct impact on the final pilot project
are not described in this report.
There was also enough time in Kenya to observe life and somewhat
understand first-hand how people think and what their needs are. This
process was aided by various visits and informal interviews.

2.3 Choice of pilot service
For the choice of the pilot service, we wanted to work with an established
partner, so that there would be some existing information and perhaps
also some existing services from which to start and develop. We also
wanted the area to be limited enough to be able to fit within the scope of
this Master’s project, but also easy to extend if it turned out to be
successful.
Early on in the project we identified farming as the sector where it
would be easiest to make a direct impact to Kenyan society, since as
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much as 75% of the population is believed to be farmers [Ministry of
Information and Communications, 2006]. Livelihood issues are felt to be
more urgent than for example health issues. Health is important, but not
something that people are willing to spend money on, unless it is
absolutely necessary.
One of the meetings we had during our first visit in Kenya was with
Arne Eriksson, David O Nyantika, John Kimani and James G. Njuki from
the Sida-supported National Agriculture and Livestock Extension
Programme (NALEP) at the Ministries of Agriculture and Livestock and
Fisheries Development. NALEP had the same target group as us, rural
Kenyans, and an increasing problem with not enough extension workers
to be able to reach all farmers. They found the project interesting and saw
that the service we were planning to create could offer support for their
extension workers. We concluded that a sufficiently limited area to start
with, sought after by farmers, would be information about growing
bananas.

2.4 Content development
To get relevant and accurate information about banana farming, I spoke
to David O. Nyantika from NALEP/Ministry of Agriculture, and
Professor Esther M. Kahangi, former lecturer and research leader at Jomo
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT),
Department of Horticulture. Nyantika has been working with extension
services for a long time, and Professor Kahangi has established a pilot
tissue culture laboratory at JKUAT for bananas [Biosciences Africa,
2006] so they were both very much aware of the types of information that
banana farmers usually ask for.
My primary source of information for the content in the Banana
Information Service was the “Fruits and Vegetables Technical
Handbook” from The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
[Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 2003]. I worked
through that information and structured it in a way so that it could be
easily accessed from an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system.
Nyantika and Professor Kahangi helped me to examine the material and
correct and complement it with missing parts. Some market information
was also included from the Kenya Agricultural Commodity Exchange
(KACE).

2.5 Implementation
The first part of the implementation process was to evaluate the different
options for the service and decide which alternative to choose. After that,
a design overview was created containing the different parts of the
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service and how they would interact. Tools for integrating the
information sources with a voice portal and a text-to-speech system were
chosen. A prototype of the service was developed and finally, the full
service with all components was implemented and installed, with its
functionality tested.

2.6 Usability testing
In collaboration with Yvonne Spittles, a PhD student at Thames Valley
University in England, a questionnaire was designed for the purpose of
evaluating the Banana Information Service. The questionnaire was
designed in full compliance with strict ethical guidelines and industry
standards relating to undertaking tests with human participants. The
usability testing was conducted by Pernilla Näsfors and Dr. Mucemi
Gakuru on 1 June 2006, with 10 banana farmers in Kibirigwi, Kirinyaga
undertaking the tests.

3 Formulating the
pilot service
One of the purposes of the project was to find and formulate a real voice
service that could demonstrate the technology of using text-to-speech in
interactive voice portals. The first step towards completing this goal was
to study similar projects and research findings in books, reports and
articles to see how the experience of others could be applied to our
project. The second step was to have a number of meetings with possible
partners who we thought could make contributions to the project in one
way or another. These two steps are described in this section, together
with a portrayal of our main partner, the National Agriculture and
Livestock Extension Programme (NALEP), and how we formulated the
pilot service together – an information system about banana farming.

3.1 Literature findings
There have been some good studies carried out recently on the impact of
mobile phones in developing regions. These provide good background
information, but little or nothing on the use of voice services. One of the
few examples found with a similar service is WorldTalk. The idea of the
project coincides with LLSTI’s goal – to provide voice services to people
in the developing world who have access to telephones but not computers
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or the Internet [Muller, 2004]. Unfortunately, they were not successful in
getting any funding to continue their project. One successful example that
could be mentioned though is the Indian mobile operator Bharti Airtel.
Their interactive voice portal logged more than 16 million minutes of
calls in the first 10 months of operation [Ericsson AB, 2005].
There is also significant general research to be found within the area
of Information and Communication Technologies for Development
(ICT4D). This material gave a basic understanding of the problems and
possibilities with working in developing countries. Some of that material
was presented in the introduction to this report, but there were some parts
worth a deeper look which are presented here, together with some
findings from studies on the impact of mobile phones in developing
regions.
3.1.1

Criteria for good uses of ICT

In the writing of a report for the Swedish International Development
Agency, Sida, Alan Greenberg looked at an extensive amount of
literature on the use of ICTs in support of poverty alleviation. The
conclusion he draws from the literature and from previously
accomplished ICT4D projects, is that ICTs can and must be used as tools
in the fight against poverty, but he emphasises the importance of a dualpath approach to the use of ICT in developing countries. One must start
to ask what needs to be done to reduce poverty and then ask if or how
ICTs can help. Although, in order to allow a flexible ICT use, a country
must build a strong ICT sector that focuses on all aspects of ICT. In many
countries this ICT integration will be dependent on technologies using
local languages and character sets [Greenberg, 2005].
The main criterion for good uses of ICT in development projects is of
course that it has a positive impact on poverty, but there are also several
other important criteria. The project needs to be affordable, which means
having a reasonable price, given available benefits and funding. A
scalable project can be widely replicated to many more people and a selfsustaining project can continue to help people without external financial
or staffing support. The final criterion is that the project should be
sensible, that is, accept the realities of the environment in which it is
operating.
Greenberg [2005] also presents some other trends he has seen in
successful ICT4D projects. They keep the ICT components as simple as
practical since the goal is not to show off the technology, but to reduce
poverty. The projects both have significant community involvement as
well as the involvement of professionals associated with the specific
discipline or sector, and ICT practitioners designing the ICT components.
Other important project components are training, for ensuring success
and sustainability, and planning how to replicate and scale the project if it
is successful [Greenberg, 2005].
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3.1.2

Impact of mobile phones in developing regions

A study in Tanzania showed that 97% of the population in the villages
surveyed knew about mobile telephony and 50% had used a mobile
phone, whilst 67% did not know what a computer was and only 3% had
used a computer [Ericsson AB, 2005]. This is just one of many pieces of
evidence which indicates that mobile phones are the ICT technology that
is making the most impact on people in the developing world.
Vodafone states in a report from 2005 that one of the potential
explanations for the rapid spread of mobile telephony in the developing
world is that the poorest people are much more likely to be illiterate and
to be speakers of minority languages, and mobile usage does not require
literacy as computers and the Internet do. In a Tanzanian study, 34%
used mobile phones to access business information and for business
reasons. It is also noted that acquiring data or information from a central
source does not require ownership of a mobile phone and that sharing of
mobile handsets within the family or local community is very common.
From their studies they draw the conclusion that income is not a
significant barrier to access mobile telecommunications [Vodafone,
2005].
In a DFID report from 2005, it is stated that the telephone is
considered to have very little value for information-gathering. Examining
the survey results more closely though, people in Tanzania have rated the
importance of information about markets and weather with a mean
average of +1.42 on a scale from -2 to +2 and crop management
information was rated at +1.31 [Souter et al, 2005]. These rates are of
course lower than more urgent information such as death announcements
and other family-related issues, but my conclusion would still be that the
people in the Tanzanian sample find this type of information important.
The report also admits that ICTs can be effectively deployed to support
the work of agricultural extension officers [Souter et al, 2005].

3.2 Choice of partner: NALEP
The current support to Kenyan agriculture from the Swedish international
development cooperation agency Sida is channelled to the National
Agriculture and Livestock Extension Programme (NALEP). It is a
program that gives advisory services to small-holder farmers and is
implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of
Livestock and Fisheries Development. We had several meetings with
people from these two ministries and from Sida. The first meeting was
with Mr Japhet K. Kiara, Program Officer for Agriculture & Rural
Development at Sida, located at the Embassy of Sweden in Nairobi. He
introduced us to the people at NALEP who we later had several meetings
with. Our contacts there were Arne Eriksson, Isaac J.W. Mulagoli, David
O Nyantika, John Kimani and James G. Njuki.
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During our first meetings we were introduced to NALEP’s problem of
distributing information from a national level to their approximately
5,500 agricultural extension officers located throughout the country. It
could be information about new farming technologies or policies that
need to reach the workers. E-mail is used to spread information to the
extension officers and almost all offices at the district level have Internet
access today, though it may only be 15-20 out of 60 that actually read email right away. It can take months for some of them to read it, due to
lost Internet connectivity caused by broken phone lines or other reasons.
If being able to spread information to the extension officers is a
difficult task, then being able to reach all farmers can be an impossible
task. Agriculture provides the livelihood to approximately 75% of
Kenya’s population of 33.6 million [Ministry of Information and
Commnunications, 2006]. NALEP does not have the goal of reaching all
farmers, but their goal for 2006 was to reach 800,000 farmers. An
information system that could facilitate the spread of information to rural
farmers would therefore be welcome. It could help NALEP to meet or
even exceed this goal.
We all agreed that NALEP was the perfect partner for us since we had
the same target group, rural Kenyans, and it seemed that we would be
able to help them in their task of spreading information to farmers.

3.3 Choice of pilot service: Banana
Information Service
In the discussions with NALEP we concluded that a good suggestion of a
pilot service would be to have a voice portal that farmers and extension
officers could call to get the latest information about farming. It could
work as an educational tool, but mainly as a reference system for
confirming details, since we suspect that the main source of information
for the farmers would still be the agricultural extension officers or other
farmers. This demand-driven approach coincides with NALEP’s vision to
have “A pluralistic, efficient and effective professional national
agricultural extension system which is demand driven and responding to
farmers’ needs that leads to prosperity in a sustainable manner” [NALEP,
2005].
To narrow down the scope of the information service, we decided to
limit it to information about growing bananas. We started with bananas
because it is an important crop in terms of income and food security
perspective, and it is a crop that is grown in many areas. Globally,
banana/plantain is the fourth most important food crop and the most
popular fruit [Persley & George, 1999].
There are many serious pest and disease problems for banana farmers.
These can be controlled by use of chemicals, but poor farmers often
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cannot afford them and pesticides are also a major hearth concern. In
recent years, genetic research has been able to improve banana breeding
techniques and develop disease and pest-resistant varieties. Promotion of
these so called “tissue culture banana plants” is important for the
resource-poor farmers since it can help them to get bigger yields. The
farmers can minimize the risk of getting pests and diseases without
having to risk their own health by using pesticides [Persley & George,
1999, Wambugu & Kiome, 2001 and Mbogoh et al, 2003].
Extension services are especially important when you introduce new
crops and technologies. This is evident now with the launch of
biotechnology in farming, so the promotion of tissue culture bananas is a
good example of how a Banana Information Service could help the
extension officers. Having an easy and accessible reference system for
the extension workers will speed up the process of introducing new crops,
varieties and techniques, such as how to treat pests and diseases in
alternative ways.

4 Implementation
The basis of the implementation of the Banana Information Service was
chosen to be an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document
containing all information about banana farming in the system. A number
of XML elements were created that contained information at different
levels. There was for example one element that marked each section’s
heading, one that marked the main contents and one that marked the
menu for navigation in the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system.
Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) could then be
used to transform this information to different formats needed by
different parts of the system. New documents are created with the
original XML document as a base, so the original document is not
changed when you use an XSLT processor. The XSLT process with the
original and resultant documents is shown in Figure 1.
One of the resultant documents was code generated to be used by the
open source telephony server GNU Bayonne. The second result from the
XSLT was shell-scripts that could be used for creation of sound files
containing the utterances generated by the open source text-to-speech
(TTS) system Festival, using Kiswahili and English voices. XSLT was
also used to generate HTML for a standard web page version, and to
generate VoiceXML for the English demo version of the service. All
these parts of the implementation are described in detail below.
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Figure 1: XSLT process

4.1 Content development
The main source of information for the content in the Banana Information
Service was the “Fruits and Vegetables Technical Handbook” from The
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development [Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development, 2003]. It describes how to plant, maintain and
harvest different fruits and vegetables, and how to treat pests and
diseases. David O. Nyantika from NALEP/Ministry of Agriculture, and
Professor Esther M. Kahangi, former lecturer and research leader at Jomo
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT),
Department of Horticulture, both helped me to examine and correct that
material and add relevant missing parts. Professor Kahangi especially
helped me with the parts about tissue culture (TC) bananas since she has
established a pilot tissue culture laboratory at JKUAT for bananas
[Biosciences Africa, 2006].
Professor Kahangi and Mr Nyantika both have significant experience
working closely with farmers so they knew what information farmers
usually ask for. Using that knowledge, we could formulate a section
called “Frequently Asked Questions”, that could provide easy access to
the most important information. It is a good option for farmers to choose
if they want to keep the call cost low and just want to hear some brief
information.
When it comes to market information in the service, it would have
been nice to be able to provide commodity prices for different markets
within the country, but this would have required a means of getting daily
updates and a partner that could collect the information every day, so it
was a too big of a task to fit within the scope of this project. We had a
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meeting with a potential future partner though – the Kenya Agricultural
Commodity Exchange (KACE). They operate a number of Market
Information Centres and Points (MICs/MIPs) at rural market centres in
Kenya that serve as a source of market information and as a trading floor
to link buyers and sellers of commodities [KACE, 2005]. Information is
displayed on bulletin boards and writing boards at these MICs and MIPs,
but KACE also has an automatic information hotline and an SMS service
which provides timely prices for some of the main commodities at these
markets. Bananas were unfortunately not on their list of main
commodities at the time our service was implemented, but we decided to
provide a reference to KACE in the system anyway, since they may be
able to help farmers with other market information. We also gave
references to the evening news on Citizen TV and radio, and to KBC
radio, who also provide commodity prices for the larger markets.
All the information in the Banana Information Service was structured
into different categories to provide easy navigation within the system. An
overview of this structure can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Overview of navigation in the Banana Information Service
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4.2 IVR development
When deciding which implementation to choose for the Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) system, we had four different alternatives. Our choice
depended on the outcome of discussions with the parties involved. The
alternatives were:
1) Work with an existing Kenyan voice portal which supports open
standards, and interface the Kiswahili text-to-speech (TTS) system to
the portal.
2) Work with an existing voice portal but only supplying audio files.
This involves much less integration with the portal.
3) Run our own portal on a University of Nairobi number.
4) Work with the main Kenyan mobile operator Safaricom, and use their
current IVR system.
After discussions with Safaricom, alternative 4 was discarded since
their IVR did not support open standards such as VoiceXML. We were
still hoping to work with a partner with an existing IVR though, so that
we would not have to buy our own computer telephony hardware, as
alternative 3 would have required. We soon found such a partner – the
Kenyan company SpeechNet Technologies4.
SpeechNet turned out to be the perfect partner since we shared the
same goal of developing technologies which enable simple, affordable
and alternative access to information by using the existing telephone
infrastructure. SpeechNet has a focus on appropriate use of speech
recognition and text-to-speech technologies.
To use speech recognition in the solution for the Banana Information
Service was never really an option, since there is no speech recognition
software developed for Kiswahili today. Using English speech
recognition could have been an option, but since there has been no data
collection of Kenyan English speakers for training the English system, it
is uncertain that the speech recognition would have been sufficiently
accurate. Using Touch Tone phones, also known as Dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF), for navigation in the IVR was a much better and
simpler option, especially since a large part of our target group does not
speak English.
4.2.1

VoiceXML and HTML

Before the full IVR system was implemented, a prototype of the Banana
Information Service was developed. As previously mentioned, XSLT was
used to generate VoiceXML that could be used for demo purposes of the
English version of the service. VoiceXML is an extension of XML that
can be used for specifying IVR dialogues. There are several websites
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which allow for prototyping a voice service quickly using VoiceXML5.
The websites we tried had their own text-to-speech (TTS) systems that
you can use while prototyping, but it was not possible to integrate them
with a custom system, such as our Kiswahili TTS.
XSLT was also used to generate HTML for a web page with the
content of the service. In the original XML document with the content of
the service, special XML elements had to be created for the HTML
version since the other versions of the service needed to be written in a
way that expressed how English words should be pronounced in the
Kiswahili TTS and how Kiswahili words should be pronounced in the
English TTS. (A further description of this can be found in section 4.3.2.)
4.2.2

GNU Bayonne

The telecommunications application server that SpeechNet uses for their
IVR services is the open source server GNU Bayonne. Bayonne supports
a wide range of computer telephony interface hardware and voice over IP
implementations. Developers can easily write scripts for their own
telephone applications.
For the implementation of the full Banana Information Service, XSLT
was used to generate the instructions for the IVR behaviour in Bayonne’s
own scripting language. The instructions include what should happen
when the system answers your phone call, and then what happens when
you press different touch tone keys on your telephone’s keypad. When
you press a key on a touch tone phone, two simultaneous tones are
generated to create a Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) signal that the
IVR system can decode to know which key you pressed.
When the layout of the system was modelled, we did not want the
menus in the IVR to be too deep or too wide so that the users would have
to listen to too many choices, or press many keys to reach a certain level
in the system. We also provided the users with the option of pressing 0 to
repeat the last information that had been played to them, and to press * to
go back to the previous menu.
The Bayonne script also described the behaviour of the IVR system
when no keys were pressed at all, namely that it should repeat the menu
options again after a few seconds. Finally it described that when the user
hangs up the phone, it should clear the current phone call session from
information such as which language the user had chosen, English or
Kiswahili.

4.3 TTS Integration
IVR systems like GNU Bayonne can usually be integrated with a text-tospeech (TTS) system for simultaneous synthesis of the information to be
spoken in the IVR. To be able to use Bayonne with our Kiswahili voice,
5
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we would have had to develop the voice for a faster TTS engine, though
there are possibilities of doing this in the future. For now, when the
information in our system was static, we could confine ourselves to
letting Bayonne play pre-synthesised sound files.
4.3.1

TTS using Festival and Festvox

The TTS system used for the Banana Information Service was Festival, a
general multi-lingual speech synthesis system developed at the Centre for
Speech Technology Research (CSTR) at the University of Edinburgh6. It
is distributed under a free software license and is written in C++ and uses
Scheme in the command interpreter for general control. For building the
Kiswahili voice, the Festvox suite of tools was used. Festvox7 is a project
from the speech group at Carnegie Mellon University that aims to make
the building of new synthetic voices for Festival more systematic and
better documented, making it possible for anyone to build a new voice.
The Festival and Festvox toolset was extended by LLSTI partners with
several other modules which simplified the building of new voices
[Shalonova & Tucker, 2004]. The system used for the LLSTI voices was
Festival 1.95 together with the Multisyn unit selection engine that was
made available early by the developers at CSTR in Edinburgh [Tucker &
Shalonova, 2005]. Multisyn is now included in the latest version of
Festival.
Festival is a concatenative TTS system, which means it puts together
short units of speech, selected from a speech database produced from
human recordings, and places them into new long sequences of speech.
When you make the recordings and segment the speech you need to
choose which kind of unit to segment them into. The unit chosen for the
Kiswahili voice was the diphone, which is a unit that normally starts halfway through the first phone and ends half-way through the second.
Diphones are often used in TTS since they are relatively easy to join and
can capture a reasonable amount of the unit’s context, in balance to the
number of units needed to record. There are typically 1000-2000
diphones in a language [Jurafsky & Martin, 2000].
To be able to cover all the necessary diphones in a language you need
to design a speech database that contains a limited set of phonetically
balanced sentences. For the Kiswahili voice, a text selection tool from
LLSTI partners at HP Labs in India was used to select such sentences
from a large Kiswahili text corpus [Gakuru et al, 2004]. The sentences
were then recorded in only 45 minutes in a studio at the Kenya
Broadcasting Corporation8 by the professional newscaster Ken Walibora
[Gakuru et al, 2005]. To pick such a renowned voice was very successful
for the Kiswahili TTS since selecting a normative speaker can be the
6
7
8
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single most important decision in the whole system [Tucker &
Shalonova, 2005]. The English voice used in the Banana Information
Service was a CSTR prototype voice called Nina that has a database
containing 5.8 hours of speech [Clark et al, 2004]. In the future we intend
to use instead a voice currently under development which has a Kenyan
English accent.
The component that we want a TTS system to produce is often called
a target, which is a sequence of diphones with different durations and a
contour that specifies the pitch [Jurafsky & Martin, 2000]. The multisyn
unit selection algorithm implemented in Festival predicts such a target
utterance structure. It proposes suitable candidates for each target unit
from the inventory of diphones in the speech database. The best candidate
sequence is then found by minimising target and join costs [Clark et al,
2004].
4.3.2

Translation and the challenges

The texts used to create the TTS sound files for this project were
originally in English. They were translated into Kiswahili by a group of
students majoring in Kiswahili.
Since a TTS system has so called letter-to-sound rules that are
language specific, we had to make special adaptations when there were
English words incorporated in the Kiswahili text, and Kiswahili words
incorporated into the English text, in order to have the words pronounced
correctly. The current system cannot detect for itself whether a word
should be pronounced like an English word when the Kiswahili TTS is
used or the other way around. Normally, Festival’s lexicon system can
handle this, but we chose to use a temporary fix to solve the problem. We
changed the spelling of those words in order to trick the system into
pronouncing it as if it was in the other language. For example, there is a
banana variety called “kisii matoke”. In order to make the English TTS
pronounce that correctly we had to change the spelling into “key see ma
towke”. We used the same method for making the Kiswahili TTS
pronounce English words correctly, for example, we changed the spelling
of “tissue culture” into “tishu kaltjur”.
There were relatively few words that we had to change in this way, so
if a system would go live using these TTS systems, the person inputting
the text could quickly listen to the synthesized text and then rather easily
make such corrections themselves to get more accurate pronunciations.
Before the TTS system supports full loan words processing, we could
also add common Kiswahili words into the English lexicon and vice versa
so that you would not have to change the spelling for every word used
from the other language.
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4.4 Installation
When the full system had been implemented, it was installed on a
computer at SpeechNet’s office that was running the operating system
Kubuntu and GNU Bayonne 1.3snapshot-20030914. During the
implementation process we also tried to install the system on another
computer that was running the Fedora operating system, but for some
reason the system was very slow so we only ran the full system on the
SpeechNet computer. We did not have time to investigate whether the
problem was with the computer hardware or with the operating system or
version of Bayonne we were running.
The functionality of the system was tested to see that everything was
working before the usability tests. During the usability tests, the computer
running the Banana Information Service was connected to a land line
phone at SpeechNet’s office. During the autumn of 2006, we were able to
host the demo on a fusion kit that allows you to house a SIM card, so it
works almost like a mobile phone that you connect to the computer. We
put in a SIM card from Safaricom, the main mobile operator in Kenya.
This meant that Safaricom users could call for the low rates that apply
when you call within your own network.

5 Usability tests
Usability testing is a very important part of any software development
project, specifically for ensuring that the system has a good user interface
and is considered useful for its target population. For our usability test,
we cooperated with Yvonne Spittles from Thames Valley University in
England. She is working towards a PhD in the usability of TTS for end
users from different cultures. We designed a questionnaire together, for
the purpose of evaluating the Banana Information Service. The
questionnaire was designed in full compliance with strict ethical
guidelines and industry standards relating to undertaking tests with
human participants.
The usability testing was conducted by Pernilla Näsfors and Dr.
Mucemi Gakuru on 1 June 2006, with 10 banana farmers in Kibirigwi,
Kirinyaga undertaking the tests. Each participant was given 3 sheets
containing the following:
– a consent form giving their personal details
– a task sheet with questions to answer while using the system
– a user satisfaction questionnaire to give their impressions of the
system.
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Usability is not one single element of a system but moreover, is
considered to be made up of five main components which are integrated
and can be classified as follows: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability,
Errors and Satisfaction. [Spittles & Dunckley, 2006]
The tests undertaken on the Banana Information System assessed the
usability of all of the above sections apart from memorability and
efficiency which could not be measured in a single test. The definition of
the other components and the results of the tests are described in section
6.1.

5.1 Test population
The intended target group for this project was rural Kenyans who were
illiterate or had little or no education and/or knowledge of English. We
therefore wanted to find people from this group to take part in the
usability testing if possible. Professor Kahangi, the former lecturer and
research leader at Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and
Technology (JKUAT), helped us to contact people from a banana farming
community in Kibirigwi, Kirinyaga. They found ten voluntary
participants who could take the usability test we had set up. At least ten
participants are needed for performance measurements in full tests
[Spittles & Dunckley, 2006].
Out of these farmers, three were female and seven male. six of the
participants were aged 41+, three were between 31 and 40 and one was
between 18 and 30.
Three of the participants used a telephone daily, five used a telephone
weekly and two used a telephone more rarely. Eight of the participants
had never used a computer, one had only had little use of a computer
before and one of the participants used a computer often.
There was only one illiterate person in the group, so regarding that
point we did not manage to reach our target group completely.
Unfortunately the question we had about language use was slightly
misunderstood so we cannot really use those results with certainty, but
generally we can say that these participants usually communicate using
their mother tongue Kikuyu, but they were all also Kiswahili speakers
and the majority spoke English as well.

5.2 Test procedures
During the usability tests, the Banana Information System was installed
on a computer at SpeechNet’s office, using one of their land lines.
Unfortunately, this land line was shared with a neighbouring company
who needed access to the line during office hours, which restricted us to
testing the system during evenings, weekends and holidays. Additionally,
we had limited after-hours access to the office so if there were any
problems with the system, we could not access the computer until the
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following day. This scenario was quite risky since power failures are
common in Kenya and our system had to be restarted manually if the
computer rebooted at a power cut. This problem could have been
prevented by using a UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) but
unfortunately we were still in the process of commisioning one when the
usability tests were run with the farmers in Kibirigwi.
On 26 May 2006 when we first went to see some of the people from
the farming community, we informed them about the tests so that they
could gather ten voluntaries for the next meeting. That day, the Banana
Information Service worked fine and two farmers tried out the system and
were excited about it.
When we came back on 1 June to test the system on the ten farmers,
we were not as lucky as the first time. The system was working when we
left Nairobi but when we were with the farmers, there had been a power
cut so the system was down. Luckily, we had a backup plan – to play the
sound files containing the information of the Banana Information Service
on a laptop. That meant that they could still answer the questions on the
task sheet and in the questionnaire that we had handed out, so they could
get a good idea of how the system sounded.
The participants could choose whether they wanted to listen to the
information in English or Kiswahili when taking the tests and only 30%
chose Kiswahili. When they had finished listening to the Banana
Information Service and completed the task sheet, they filled out the
questionnaire with questions about their experience with the system. The
illiterate person was offered help from an independent interpreter to fill
out the different forms.
The following weekend, we managed to acquire a UPS so there was
some power backup in the event of further power fluctuations. Since it
was rather far to travel to Kibirigwi and time was short, we did not have
the opportunity to go up to meet the farmers again. When we were there
the previous time however, we had given them some phone credit that
they could use for calling on their own phones, so we called to let them
know that the system was up again and they could try it out. This meant
they could use the full system and navigate around it as they pleased.
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6 Results and
Analysis
The Banana Information Service was well received both by the farmers
who took part in the usability test and by our contacts at NALEP and
KSB. The detailed results of the usability test and the reactions from
NALEP and KSB are presented in this chapter, as well as a gender
analysis. A big part of the project was also to investigate what
possibilities there were for future work and development of similar voice
services. The results of that work are presented in chapter 7.

6.1 Usability test results
The usability tests described in section 5 showed mainly significantly
positive results. The various aspects of usability and the results are
described here in detail.
6.1.1

Learnability

The learnability component of usability refers to how easy it is to use the
system. The findings of the tests are significant in this respect. 80% of the
participants had never used a computer before and only 30% used a
telephone on a daily basis which indicates that overall the participants
have a low level of experience in using Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). However, notwithstanding this, 8 out of 10 of the
participants stated that they could easily tell which options to select from
the menu and 9 stated that overall, they found the system easy to use. The
remaining participants stated that they were not sure whether they could
easily tell which option to select from the menu or whether they found the
system easy to use. One of the participants had low literacy skills but the
results suggest that this did not affect his/her ability to learn this system.
The rather high result of 80% of the participants stating that they
could easily tell which options to select from the menu, should probably
be accepted with some reservations. Due to the problems we had with the
system described in section 5.2, the participants were not able to navigate
around the system themselves during the tests in Kibirigwi, though they
did hear all the menu options and could from that information envision
how they would have navigated themselves. Also, when we talked to the
participants on phone after they had been able to try out the system for
real over the weekend, they still stated that it was easy to know which
option to select from the menus.
If we do launch this system commercially, it might be a good idea to
provide an overview of the system when we promote it, so that users
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know before they call which keys to press to get to the section they are
interested in. Reaching the relevant information in the fastest possible
way will keep the cost down for the users.
6.1.2

Satisfaction

The satisfaction component of usability refers to the pleasantness of use
of the system and the likelihood of users being subjectively satisfied after
they have used it. Again, the findings of the tests are significant in this
respect as 100% of participants stated that they would use this system
instead of using other resources such as books or the Internet. These
findings suggest that, even though the participants have a low level of
experience in ICT they are prepared to use this system. This is
particularly interesting as 60% of the participants can be categorised as
older users aged 41+ who, traditionally, have been found to be more
resistant to change in ICT developments.
6.1.3

Errors

The error component of usability refers to the accuracy of using the
system. The system should have a low error rate and if errors are made
they should be quickly recovered from. The rate is calculated by dividing
the average number of wrong answers by the total number of questions,
in this case 3.2 by 5, which equals 36%.
The findings of the tests indicated that further testing is required in
this respect. The participants were given five tasks to answer but, to
comply with ethical guidelines, there was an element of bias in the test as
they were multiple-choice, meaning that if the answer was already known
to the participant this would not be an accurate reflection of accuracy of
the system. Interestingly, however, the mean average error rate of 36%
was higher than expected and suggests that, as in common practice with
most usability tests, some elements of the interface may need
modifications to meet the needs of the end users.
I think the major reason to why the majority of the participants could
not find all of the correct responses, was that they could not perceive the
spoken output produced by the text-to-speech system. We only played
each section once so they might have absorbed more if they would have
been able to listen to it twice. Also, I think the problems were mostly
with the English voice. 70% of the users had chosen to listen to the
English voice, which is a female voice with a British English accent.
Some participants stated afterwards that they thought the voice was
speaking a bit too fast. After the tests, we also played a research
prototype of a female voice with a Kenyan English accent and they all
thought it was very clear, even clearer than the Kiswahili voice. Further
development of this voice is in progress.
During the first tests, all of the participants who listened to the speech
in Kiswahili stated that the speech from the system was very clear to
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understand but of the participants who listened to the speech in English,
43% stated that they were not sure about the clarity of the speech.
6.1.4

Other findings

When looking at the results of these tests, it is important to remember that
people tend to have their own interest at heart and may answer according
to what they believe is good for them or according to what they think you
want to hear. Notwithstanding this, there was a definite impression that
the farmers genuinely liked the system. 100% of the participants stated
that the system would be useful for banana farmers. They also expressed
a wish to extend the system to other crops, and especially to livestock.
90% of participants stated that if they had an issue about growing
bananas, they would usually seek help from agricultural extension
officers; 10% stated that they usually sought help from other farmers.
They commented that there were not enough officers available at the time
so a system like this would most likely fulfill its purpose of
supplementing the advisory services provided by extension officers, when
they were not available or if farmers wanted to confirm details given by
them. There was no doubt that a system like this is needed.

6.2 Reactions from NALEP
On 6 June 2006, we presented the Banana Information Service and the
results of the usability tests for our contacts at the National Agriculture
and Livestock Extension Program (NALEP). They were all very happy
with what we showed them. They thought a system like this would fill a
recognised information gap and increase the demand and interest for
extension services. They were convinced that this technology is
important. When farmers learn that there is money in a certain enterprise,
they want information about it immediately. If new crops or technologies
are introduced, not even the extension workers necessarily have
information about it, so it is important to get such information into the
system quickly.
When describing the system, we need to be clear and say that the main
purpose of it, in its current design, is as a reference system for farmers to
call in order to confirm details about banana growing. We suspect that
their main source of information will still be the agricultural extension
officers, or other farmers.
Our contacts at NALEP also came up with some useful ideas for
future development of the system and confirmed the need of functionality
we had already thought of, including SMS and e-mail integration,
delivery of up-to-date and urgent information, interactivity such as
calculations of revenue, support in enterprise selection, reducing costs by
alternative access methods and by making one call per Common Interest
Group. They also emphasised the need for training of extension workers
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so that they can give instructions to the farmers on how to use the system.
It is also important that the Common Interest Groups are involved, for
example by requiring new information to be added to the system, and by
providing their own information. All these ideas are described further in
chapter 7.
NALEP suggested that we should write a proposal for working as
technical consultants in conjunction with them to develop the system
further. It was suggested that if we did want to make a proposal, we
should have a demo up and running permanently so that people could
form their own opinions about the system. During the autumn of 2006 we
managed to set up such a demo with SpeechNet, available for anyone to
call on a Safaricom number, the main mobile operator in Kenya
When the demo was up, the Banana Information Service was
presented to a group of 30 extension officers in Egerton University, the
main agricultural institute in Kenya. Generally they agreed that the
system was good and would be useful to the farmers. One issue for
improvement they suggested is a simplification of the Kiswahili grammar
since the Kiswahili translation used a very formal Kiswahili (sanifu) that
is not ideal for a spoken information system. They also agreed that the
English system would be more comprehensible if it had a Kenyan English
accent, though they did think that the Kiswahili system would be more
useful than the English as it would reach more people, especially the
illiterate.

6.3 Reactions from KSB
One of the target groups that would benefit most from voice services like
the Banana Information System is people that are visually impaired. We
therefore thought it was important to show the complete system for our
contacts at the Kenya Society for the Blind (KSB), Wilson Noreh and
Edwin Osundwa. We met them on 6 June 2006 and played parts of the
system for Osundwa who himself is blind and works as a computer
teacher at their school. We received some very useful comments from
him since, being blind, he is very used to listening to different kinds of
speech, both natural and TTS. He thought it would be good to have one
voice reading out the actual information, and another voice reading out
the menus, which would make the system more interesting to listen to.
This is a method that is used by screen readers he has used. Osundwa also
thought using musical tones as a “delimiter” would lighten up the system
and make it less academic. He also mentioned that people usually prefer
listening to deep voices.
Osundwa stated that 75% of the visually impaired are also farmers, so
KSB members would really appreciate a system like the Banana
Information Service and are welcoming this initiative, especially since
Kiswahili and Kenyan English voices could also be used in screen readers
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in the future. Producing information written in Braille is expensive and
bulky to send out, so having a way of easily producing information in
voice would be much more cost-effective.

6.4 Gender analysis
ICTs provide many opportunities for development, but they also create
new forms of gender inequalities. For example, there are high levels of
illiteracy among women and since ICT usage often requires literacy it
affects their access and application of ICT. Most of the content is also not
produced in a local language and does not address women’s day-to-day
interests and needs. It is therefore necessary to package appropriate
information in local languages that can be easily accessed and understood
by the majority of women [Nakafeero, 2005]. Information access by
voice through systems like the Banana Information Service can therefore
be a way of addressing the gender gaps in ICT.
Using the mobile phone as a means of accessing information does not
have to be a barrier for women. Surveys on mobile usage carried out in
rural communities in South Africa and Tanzania, and of small businesses
in Egypt and South Africa suggest that gender, age and education do not
present insurmountable barriers to mobile access [Vodafone, 2005].
There has also been some discussion that telephones and telecentres can
improve the position of women in local societies. Women will make
more use of communications services if they are offered by other women
[Greenberg, 2005].
In our usability tests, 70% of the users stated a preference for a
speaker of the same gender, so future developments could include male
and female options in both languages. It would also be good to study
women’s information needs in particular, to make sure that a future
system would meet those needs.

7 Future work and
possibilities
The Banana Information Service was intended as a pilot system that
would demonstrate how technology such as text-to-speech (TTS) could
be used in the developing world. Before a service like this could be
launched on a larger scale, much work needs to be done. There are also
many possibilities for further improvements and extensions of the system.
The necessary future work and the possibilities for desired functionality
are described in this section.
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7.1 Extended content
Since the content of the Banana Information Service is limited only to
information about growing bananas there is of course a need to extend the
content so that it suits the needs of more farmers. The service would also
be more attractive to use if the given information could be regionalised,
personalised and more current.
7.1.1

Other crops and livestock

The first and most important step of extending the content of the service
would be to add information about other crops and livestock. The farmers
we met were eager to have information about livestock included in the
service since breeding livestock can be a lucrative business, but it
requires a lot of knowledge about diseases etc. The possibility of easily
adding new information into the system is particularly good for new
crops such as bamboo, which is now being introduced as an alternative
crop for farmers who used to grow tobacco.
It could also be beneficial to add information about value addition into
the service so farmers can learn how to maximise the profit for their
produce.
As the amount of information provided in the service increases, it is
even more important to maintain easy navigation within the system. One
possibility might be to have separate phone numbers for different crops
and livestock so that the time of the phone call will be as short as
possible. I still think it should be possible to navigate to information
about other crops and livestock when you have called one number, so that
the users do not have to know all the available phone numbers. One
number that is easy to remember could give access to all the available
information as well.
7.1.2

Local information

In the future, it would be good to be able to give different information for
different regions. Market information is one obvious topic that should be
regionalised, but also perhaps which crops are suitable to grow in a
specific area or what fertilizer should be used, which varies between
different regions and climatic conditions. Regional information like this
could support the farmers in enterprise selection.
Since not all questions will be possible to answer through the system
it is important to include information about where the farmers can get
further advice. The Ministry of Agriculture in Kenya has established
information desks at the market centres in all districts, so it would be
good to add information about how to reach these Marketing Information
Desk Officers, and other local agricultural extension officers.
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7.1.3

Up-to-date information

The value of information often increases when it is immediate and
relevant [Ericsson AB, 2005]. A system that uses TTS for distributing
information by voice can reach its full potential when it delivers
information that is of great immediate importance, since a new recording
does not have to be made every time the information is updated. Such upto-date information could be weather forecasts, market information such
as commodity prices, or urgent announcements such as disease outbreaks,
such as bird flu. Weather forecasts could be picked from the web and
automatically integrated into the system. For market information and
commodity prices, there may be a possibility to work together with
Kenya Agricultural Commodity Exchange (KACE)9. Market information
is a classic example that has proven successful worldwide and shows that
information can have great value. If the farmers know the current market
prices, they can demand a higher wholesale price from the middlemen
who otherwise can set the prices as they please [Greenberg, 2005].
Merely the knowledge about the presence of such easily accessible
information could be enough for the middlemen to give fair payment for
the produce.
7.1.4

Personal information

A feature that would make the system more attractive and interesting to
use is to be able to give out personalised information. You could for
example ask the caller to enter how many acres of land he or she has
available for growing a certain crop, and the system could calculate the
possible revenue, the required investments, etc. It could also ask the
callers to enter the time of planting for their crops and according to that,
deliver instructions suitable for the stage their plants are in.
It might also be good to give different recommendations depending on
whether the caller is a poor, medium, or rich farmer. This can affect the
appropriate choice for how much to invest in seedlings, pesticides,
fertilizers and irrigation. These aspects can also be considered when
calculating all the costs for the different parts of production and the
expected revenue. The most important question for all farmers always
seems to be how much you can expect to earn.
It would be possible to use caller-ids and PIN codes for identification
and keep a database with all the personal information so that it does not
have to be re-entered if the farmer calls several times.
All these interactive services would require the system to be expanded
to accept a digit string input for calculations, PINs etc. For easy output of
digits, a directory of pre-synthesised numbers similar to the existing
UsEng directory in Bayonne would be needed. A script could easily be
written for creation of these number sound files using the TTS.

9
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7.2 Improved system functionality
There are many ways the system itself could be improved and extended
with new functionality. Some of these thoughts and ideas are presented in
this section.
7.2.1

Easy input and update

Since the content of the service is of this nature, it is likely that people
with agricultural expertise rather than technological expertise will be
entering information into the system. For this reason, it is necessary to
create easy methods for inputting and updating the information. The
intended system will be a website with menus where extension officers
can upload text information into the system or edit existing texts. The
system could then input the text into the TTS to convert it to voice thus
making it immediately available in the telephone service. This input
could also be done at the district or provincial level so that regional
information can be kept up-to-date. This is part of what makes a system
like this far more efficient than making new recordings at every new
input or update.
7.2.2

SMS and e-mail integration

A problem with a purely voice-based system is that you are not able to
save the information you are given over the phone. Therefore, it would be
very good if a future system could be combined with a service where the
user can choose to be sent an SMS or an e-mail with key information,
such as dosage of fertilizers etc. that has been read to the user.
Of course it would also be good to be able to save the spoken
information on your phone, but the basic phones of today do not have this
feature. It would be good if the mobile phone suppliers could produce
cheap phones that are able to make recordings since SMS services
requires literacy.
An SMS or e-mail service could also include the option to subscribe
to information you are interested in, for example about market prices.
You could also send out alerts via SMS with urgent announcements such
as for disease outbreaks, or a notice that that the user has awaiting emails. The latter could be good for communication between NALEP and
the extension workers since not all extension workers check their e-mail
regularly. If the Internet connection at their office is not working, the
extension workers could go to a local cyber café. E-mail communication
is important for the organisation, for example for bottom-up local
planning and budgeting. Previously they used fax, but it was not very
effective.
How services like these would be implemented is still a problem to be
solved. There are commercial SMS gateways that probably could be
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used, such as Clickatell10. If we add the possibility of getting some of the
information in the IVR to be sent out in an SMS or e-mail, that
information would need to be marked up in the XML document that
contains the content of the system.
7.2.3

Community involvement and feedback

SMS and e-mail integration could also be used for input into the
information system. Users could send SMS or e-mail questions that
extension workers could later answer. The answered questions could be
put into a “Frequently Answered Questions” section of the service, or the
user could get a direct reply from the extension worker by an SMS, email or phone-call.
It would also be good to provide the possibility for users or extension
workers to call a number where they can leave messages by voicemail. It
could be questions, answers, or up-to-date information about markets,
disease outbreaks or similar things. If the information is local, the users
and extension workers could record the message in the local language,
and the message could then be put directly into the local part of the
service as it is. If the message is relevant for all parts of the country, the
message could be translated into Kiswahili and English by an
administrator of the service and then put into the system to be synthesized
by the TTS in the usual way. These things would involve the community
of potential users so that they feel that their information and feedback can
be of relevance of others.
7.2.4

Improvement of voices

During the usability tests, a research prototype of a female voice with a
Kenyan English accent was played to the participants. They all thought it
was very clear and would rather listen to this voice than the British
English voice. Some would even choose it over the Kiswahili voice.
Further development of the Kenyan English voice is in progress and for
future use, this will probably be the best English voice to use in Kenya,
and perhaps in all Africa, since people in Africa probably identify
themselves more with Kenyan speakers than with British speakers.
The current version of the Kiswahili voice also needs some
improvements. Some forms of intonations, for example interrogatives (?)
and exclamations (!), are not yet implemented [Gakuru et al, 2005]. There
is also need for improved text normalisation, for example the processing
of acronyms, abbreviations, special symbols and digits, as well as need
for processing of proper names and loan words [Tucker & Shalonova,
2005]. One way of handling common proper names and loan words is to
add them to the lexicon of the TTS system. Another thing that would be
good to add to the system is the option of changing the speed of the
pronounced words. Combined with a method of indicating with simple
10
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command tags which words should be pronounced slowly, it would
enable you to emphasise certain parts of the text.
Another way of ensuring the clarity of the system might be to make
manual recordings of certain bits, such as the menus with navigation
instructions. It could also be good to have two different TTS voices so
that one voice would read out the actual info, and another voice would
read out the menus. As 70% of the users stated a preference for a speaker
of the same gender, future developments could include male and female
options in both languages. The method of having two different voices is
used by screen readers for making the system more interesting to listen
too.
A positive side-effect of improving the Kiswahili voice and creating a
Kenyan English voice is that these could also be used in screen readers
for visually impaired people or in communication aids for vocally
impaired people. A possibility for doing this would be to work with the
British company Choice Technology Ltd which has developed the screen
reader LookOUT11. This possibility is being considered as part of a larger
educational project for which a proposal has been written together with
the Kenya Society for the Blind. Assistive technology such as screen
readers makes it easier for already disadvantaged groups to get
employments [Vodafone, 2005].
There is a problem to solve before simultaneous TTS can be a reality
though. Both the Kiswahili and the Kenyan English voices are developed
for the TTS engine Festival, but unfortunately Festival is too slow for
doing simultaneous TTS. The solution would be to develop voices for
faster run-time engines like Flite12 (Festival-lite) or Swift from Cepstral13.

7.3 Ways of cutting costs
A drawback of using the telephone as an access method to information is
of course the cost of the calls. The investment cost for a mobile phone
does not need to be that big nowadays and even the poorest people can
access mobile telephony frequently thanks to widespread sharing of
handsets [Vodafone, 2005], but the users will always have to pay the
calling rates. Common Interest Groups could of course also share these
costs if they cooperate.
If the system were launched as a premium rate service, an extra 5 KSh
(~$0.075) would be added to the normal calling rate, which in May 2007
started at around 11 KSh (~$0.16) per minute for off-peak calls within the
same mobile network14. The demo of the service has so far been on a
11

http://www.screenreader.co.uk/products/lookout.htm
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http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/flite/
http://cepstral.com/
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Safaricom mobile number, which means Safaricom user have been able
to call the service for 11 KSh per minute.
A normal call to the Banana Information Service can take 2-5 minutes
from beginning of the call to finishing listening to a section. The time of
the phone call can be shortened if you were to provide the users with an
overview of the system so they would know how to access the
information quickly.
It might seem that providing information by SMS might be cheaper,
but the time for the TTS to read the maximum 160 characters of an SMS
is approximately 15 seconds, and the cost of a 15 second phone call
translates to about half the cost of sending an SMS. Some information
might still be good to have written down in an SMS though, as stated
above.
Hopefully the prices for making phone calls and sending SMS
messages will go down as the mobile market grows and get more users.
Until then though, we have thought of a number of ways to cut the costs
for the end user.
7.3.1

Alternative access methods

Universal access is the key to providing information. People should be
able to choose the access method that suits them. Literate people might
still be more comfortable with written information, in booklets or on a
web page where they can print the information they are interested in, but
the need for voice information is still there, mainly for illiterate and
visually impaired people.
Using a mobile phone does not have to be the only way of accessing
the information in a voice-based service, even though it might be the
easiest and most common access method. Landline phones are quite rare
in Kenya but still provide a rather cheap way to call, so you could have
landline phones at local information desks where the farmers could come
to make calls. You could also broadcast some of the important
information on the radio.
Another alternative access method would be to have the service
available on computers at local information centres. It could be accessible
on a website or by calling the service for free over the Internet using
Skype or similar Voice over IP software. This would require a reliable
Internet connection though, with significant bandwidth. A better option
might therefore be to provide an offline version of the service which
could be run from a CD-ROM disc. Updates of the service could be
received online, or if the computer does not have Internet connection, by
distributing the new information via USB flash drives or by sending out
new CD-ROMs. The HTML version of the Banana Information Service
could be used as a basis for developing a system to be used on personal
computers. The content of the service would still just be needed to be
entered at one place and the system would automatically create a
telephone version and a web and PC version. A PC version could be put
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on low-cost computers such as the XO “$100 laptop” developed by The
One Laptop per Child association (OLPC)15. It might also be possible to
create a version that could be put on low-cost PDA-sized devices such as
the Simputer16.
7.3.2

Subsidised calling rates

Services like the Banana Information Service would be of benefit to poor
farmers, illiterates and the visually impaired, and by helping them it could
boost development in Kenya. Because of this, it might be possible to
convince donor agencies or the government to subsidise the calling rates
for calls to the service in order to make it affordable to the end users. Its
usage could for example be tax-free. One option could also be to give
airtime to common interest groups so that the farmers could cooperate in
making phone calls to the service. It might also be possible to convince
the main mobile operators Safaricom and Celtel to subsidise the calling
rates, perhaps during certain hours of the day. Farmers are usually up
early so they could make the service very cheap at morning hours, when
not many other phone calls are being made.
Greenberg [2005] confirms in his Sida report that technology is much
more likely to be used and usable if it can interact with people in their
local languages, and therefore it is important that efforts to develop
language-specific software and tools are eligible for donor support.

7.4 Other services
The Banana Information Service is just one example of similar services
that could be developed using similar technology with a TTS system.
Before we had decided we would work with NALEP, we had these main
two possibilities for a pilot service:
1) SMS Further info – People who receive an SMS from a subscription
service can call the sending number for further info, if there is any.
The further info may be voice recorded or TTS, depending on where
the source of the info is. For instance, further info for a job
advertising service could either be recorded by the job placer phoning
in, or by them sending an e-mail that is converted to voice by TTS. It
would support both English and Kiswahili.
2) Value added Information Service – A voice information service that
processes raw data and delivers it in a voice-friendly format.
Examples are:
 Commodities – e.g. price of maize etc with lows and highs of
past 7 days
 Weather – e.g. which are driest/wettest of the next 7 days
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Health – e.g. HIV campaigns, medicine information
E-government – e.g. timely information and delivery of
government services
 Insurance – e.g. best premiums in different categories from
insurance companies
 Banking – e.g. best deals on loans
These services are quite similar to the proposed extension of the
Banana Information Service so it would be fairly straightforward to
extend the system to other domains. Any service like this needs
information sources, some of which could be gathered from the web.
TTS services are good for providing personal or sensitive information
such as bank details or health information since it is not an actual person
reading the information. For example illiterate or visually impaired
people are otherwise dependent on other people to provide this
information to them, from an information leaflet or an SMS. It is
important then though to not keep logs of such sensitive information that
could be tracked to a single user. The user needs to be aware that his or
her privacy is being maintained. Some users might not understand that it
is not a person reading this information but a computer system, so that
would need to be clarified.
There have been some pilot projects using ICT in healthcare which
have shown improvements such as a 50% reduction in mortality or 2550% improvements in productivity. These projects have ICTs in their
simplest forms, aiding in the collection, storing and retrieval of data and
information [Greenberg, 2005].
A large portfolio of suggested mobile end-user applications for
developing countries is presented in a thesis work for the mobile network
provider Ericsson [Bildt & Sahlberg, 2005]. Many of these applications
are suitable for voice and could therefore serve as ideas for other TTS
services. Some of them coincide with the list of suggested services above.



7.5 Other languages
If systems like the Banana Information Service should spread to other
parts of the developing world, there is a need to develop TTS systems for
other languages. LLSTI have proven that it is possible with no prior
experience of speech technology for a linguist together with an engineer
within 6-8 months to produce a good quality TTS system for a
linguistically simple language like Kiswahili [Tucker & Shalonova,
2005]. Not all languages are as straightforward as Kiswahili though.
Kiswahili has direct grapheme-to-phoneme rules, no tones and fixed
stress which means it is rather simple to develop a TTS system [Tucker &
Shalonova, 2005].
LLSTI has created a database describing the features of languages and
scripts used worldwide which add complexity when building TTS
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systems [Shalonova & Tucker, 2004]. This can give a better picture of
how long it would take to develop a TTS system for a certain language.
The database can be found on the LLSTI website17. One common
problem for many of the world’s languages is the lack of, or relatively
small amount of, speech and text corpora. That is one of the reasons for
the poor linguistic knowledge about these languages [Shalonova &
Tucker, 2004].
An easier option would be to start by making recordings of the text
you would like to put into an information system. It is rather simple to
create these so called limited-domain TTS systems. It does not offer the
same flexibility of a full TTS system though and would require
development of an easy method of recording the sound files, since it will
be likely that you have to do new recordings rather often if you want to
keep the information system up to date.

7.6 Further testing
Before the full launch of a system like the Banana Information Service it
would be good to do some further tests and evaluations. Most important
would be to see that the system design is sufficiently comprehensible by
its target users, regarding navigation through the system, clarity of speech
and grammar usage. We should try to discover how tolerant technologyshy or illiterate people are to possible mistakes by the TTS and the
unnaturalness of the voice. In tests of the isiZulu TTS, there was no
significant difference between literate users and illiterate users regarding
the subjective assessment of naturalness or intelligibility, but in a
comprehension test, the information given was confusing for the illiterate
users [Tucker & Shalonova, 2005]. It highlights the importance of an
interface design and a language usage that is adapted for its target users.
The process of improving the call-flow of the service could be helped by
looking at logs from the system.
Another test that would be good to do is to see if people understand
that it is a computer that is speaking and what implications that has for
the usage of the system. Tests should also be performed with participants
who are outside of the target group, in order to eliminate bias. During our
usability tests we did not find any significant difference in how users of
different genders perceived the system, but more research could be made
there since the gender issue is an important area.
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7.7 Training and launch
In order to enable production of local content and software that
corresponds to a country’s social and cultural reality, it is necessary to
train local people in ICT so that they are able to develop a capacity to do
such design on their own [McFarren, 2005]. Therefore, it is very
important that a full launch of a system like the Banana Information
Service would also include training of NALEP personnel, extension
officers and farmers, not only in using the system, but also in providing
content to it. If the local community is involved in the system’s design,
the service is more likely to be well received by its users.
There is also a need to investigate what other measures would have to
be taken if this service were to be launched fully, i.e. writing a proper
business plan including a budget and plans for marketing, maintenance
and education of users.
If the system is to be launched on a large scale, equipment would be
needed for enabling 24 hour access and allowing the IVR to be able to
receive many phone calls at the same time. If a mobile operator such as
Safaricom or Celtel is not able to host the equipment, the project would
also need to finance the costs for having its own phone line.

8 Conclusions
The Local Language Speech Technology Initiative (LLSTI18) is an open
source project that so far has focused on the development of text-tospeech (TTS) in regional languages. A Kiswahili TTS has been
developed at the University of Nairobi which can be of benefit to the 30
million people in East Africa who speak Kiswahili. The next phase for
LLSTI was to pilot a voice service using the TTS technology that would
enable people who cannot access computers and the Internet to access
information through voice [Tucker & Shalonova, 2005].
During this master’s thesis project a Banana Information System has
been developed to give rural farmers in Kenya access to information
about growing bananas through an interactive voice response (IVR)
system which they can call from their mobile phones.
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8.1 Positive response on the
Banana Information Service
A usability test was conducted with 10 banana farmers and the findings
suggest that despite low levels of experience with information and
communications technologies (ICT), a system has been developed which
meets the satisfaction of the target group. The participants in the test
found the system easy to use and would prefer to use this system instead
of resources such as books or the Internet. There was no doubt that such a
system is needed. We are convinced that the target group would be more
comfortable using a telephone for access to information rather than a
computer since our study showed that 80% of the participants used a
telephone daily or weekly and 80% of the participants had never used a
computer.
The Banana Information Service was also demonstrated for our
partners at the National Agriculture and Livestock Extension Programme
(NALEP) at the Ministries of Agriculture and Livestock and Fisheries
Development and to 30 of their extension officers. They have the
problem that their 5,500 agricultural extension officers cannot reach all
the millions of farmers located throughout the country. A system like the
one we showed them would therefore be welcome, mainly to be used as a
reference system for farmers and extension workers for confirming
details. Having an easily accessible reference system will also speed up
the process of introducing new crops and technologies.
The Kenya Society for the Blind (KSB) also received a demonstration
of the complete Banana Information Service. They confirmed the need
for such voice-based services among the visually impaired, who would
otherwise need to rely on other people to provide such information to
them.

8.2 Meeting the criteria for good
uses of ICT
Alan Greenberg [2005] presented in a Sida report some criteria for good
uses of ICT in development projects. The main criterion was that the
project should have a positive impact on poverty. We strongly believe
that by giving farmers access to information that could help them in
enterprise selection, in controlling pests and diseases and by giving them
market information in order to maximise the revenue from their produce,
we could help to reduce poverty in Kenya.
A project should be affordable and given that it can take 2-5 minutes
to find out a particular piece of information from the service, it is
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unfortunately not very cheap to call the system in its current state. If we
could implement some of the ideas we have for cutting costs – giving
alternative access methods and offering subsidised calling rates – we
believe that accessing the system could be affordable for anyone. A
mobile phone is relatively cheap today and many people have one already
or can access others. The technology used in the IVR system is not very
expensive either, but would require some investment before a full launch.
A scalable project can be widely replicated to many more people and
given that we have equipment that would be able to receive many phone
calls at the same time, it is easy to use such a system all over Kenya. It
could of course also be used in other parts of East Africa where Kiswahili
is spoken, and the system could be implemented for other languages that
have TTS systems. For a linguistically simple language like Kiswahili, a
new TTS system could be developed in 6-8 months by a linguist and an
engineer using the LLSTI approach [Tucker & Shalonova, 2005]. For
languages that do not currently have TTS systems, manual recordings
could be used instead, but this would not be as flexible or efficient as
using TTS.
A self-sustaining project can continue to help people without external
financial or staffing support. We believe that with a focus on training the
NALEP staff and agricultural extension workers, a system like the
Banana Information Service could be maintained and updated entirely by
them. If any technical support is needed, it could be provided by our local
partners SpeechNet. Since the agricultural information service can be
partly financed by calling rates and can be included as a part of NALEP’s
regular programme, the project would only need external financial
support in an initial stage.
The final criterion is that the project should be sensible. We believe
that by using telephones as the means of access and not computers, we
accept the realities of the environment in which the project is operating.
Today, even people in rural areas of Kenya have telephone access and
people are comfortable in using it. Computers require constant power
supply, a high literacy level and a lot of training.
Greenberg [2005] also presented other trends in successful ICT for
development (ICT4D) projects. The ICT components had been kept
simple, and we believe that IVR services are a well-known concept today
already and will be more common in the developing world as the number
of telephone users increases. Our goal is not to show off the technology,
but to reduce poverty.
Successful ICT4D projects have had significant community
involvement and the involvement of professional people associated with
the specific discipline or sector. Our plan is to involve the users of the
system in providing information and feedback to the service, both farmers
and extension workers who are specialised in agriculture. The successful
projects also involved ICT practitioners in the design of the ICT
components. In this project, our partners at SpeechNet have been able to
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provide such expertise and will continue to do that, together with people
from LLSTI and the University of Nairobi.
Other important project components are training, for ensuring success
and sustainability, and anticipation of success, with planning how to
replicate and scale the project if successful. These are all components
which would have to be incorporated into a full scale project for a voice
information service.

8.3 Big possibilities for the future
The current Banana Information Service contains information about
things such as suggested planting material, the proper time for harvesting
and how to control different pests and diseases. A future system would be
extended to also contain information about other crops and livestock so
that it could also support the farmers in enterprise selection. The system
could also contain information about value addition, commodity prices,
contact details for local agricultural extension officers, weather forecasts
and personal information such as calculation of possible revenue. If
integrated with SMS and e-mail, urgent announcements such as disease
outbreaks could be sent out so that farmers could later call the IVR for
more information if needed. The value of the service increases when the
information is timely or individualised.
A future system would be improved so that it is easy for extension
officers or others to input new information to the system or update it
through a website. That enables community involvement and feedback
from the users. Using TTS instead of recordings makes the launch of new
information efficient. Before the system goes live, the Kiswahili voice
used in the service would have to be improved in some areas and the
development of the Kenyan English voice needs to be completed, since it
is the one preferred by the users. A business plan would also have to be
written, including a budget as well as plans for marketing, maintenance
and education of users. Since we have a working relationship with both
NALEP and SpeechNet, we are optimistic about the future for this
project.
The Kenyan government recognises that the effective use of
information and knowledge is becoming the most critical factor for rapid
economic growth and wealth creation, and for improving people’s socioeconomic standards and quality of life [Ministry of Information and
Communications, 2006]. We are convinced that a system like the Banana
Information Service could provide effective use of information which
would also benefit illiterate and visually impaired people.
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Glossary
DTMF
GDP
HTML
ICT

ICT4D
Implementation
IVR
KACE
KSB
LLSTI
NALEP
NGO
PDA

Sida
SIM card

SMS
TTS

UPS

VoiceXML

WSIS
XML

Dual-tone multi-frequency, used for telephone
signalling.
Gross Domestic Product, total annual value of goods
and services produced by a country.
HyperText Markup Language, a markup language
designed for the creation of web pages.
Information and Communication Technology: Any
electronic means of capturing, processing, storing and
disseminating information.
Information and Communication Technologies for
Development.
The process of programming and creating a software
system.
Interactive Voice Response
Kenya Agricultural Commodity Exchange
The Kenya Society for the Blind
Local Language Speech Technology Initiative
National Agriculture and Livestock Extension Program
Non-Governmental Organisation
Personal Digital Assistant, a handheld electronic
device which can include some of the functionality of a
computer.
Swedish International Developmental Agency
Subscriber Identity Module card, a smart card inserted
into GSM phones that contains phone account
information.
Short Message Service, text messages sent through
mobile phones.
Text-to-speech, the process of generating human-like
speech from any text input. Also referred to as speech
synthesis.
Uninterruptible Power Supply, a power source which
takes over in the event of a failure in the main power
system.
A standard XML format for specifying interactive
voice dialogues between a human and a computer.
Sometimes also referred to as VXML.
World Summit on the Information Society
Extensible Markup Language, a general-purpose
markup language that can describe data in a structured
way.
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